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IN MEMORY OF MANNY GETZLER 

Manny Getzler died on 29 January 2018 after a long illness. His funeral was held on 1 February 

2018 at Woden Cemetery where Rabbi Eddi officiated. 

Manny’s funeral was attended by members of the ACT Jewish Community, family, friends, and 

former work colleagues. 

Manny’s life and achievements were honoured in the eulogies delivered at his grave by his wife 

Rochelle, and his sons Ezra and Joshua, and in the reading of Psalm 121 by his daughter Thurza 

Abigail.  

Rochelle spoke lovingly of the joys and achievements of Manny, and his trials and tribulations, 

including colourful anecdotes which Manny had been delighted to share over the years. Manny’s 

father and brothers were expelled from Germany to Poland in October 1938, but Manny and his 

mother remained in Berlin till May 1939.  The family was deported to Siberia from Poland in 

1940, remaining in the Soviet Union until June 1946.  They then travelled to Bergen Belsen 

Displaced Persons’ Camp in Germany, remaining there till late 1947. The Getzlers journeyed to 

Australia from Germany to join a brother who arrived on a ‘kinder transport’, arriving in 

Melbourne in February 1948. Here Manny worked as a machinist in clothing factories, enrolling in 

1958 at Taylor’s Evening College in order to gain admission to Melbourne University. Manny 

graduated as a lawyer and subsequently enjoyed a satisfying legal career in Melbourne and 

Canberra. 

Ezra recounted his fond memories of Manny in the early 1970s when Manny worked in an old 

Melbourne office building near the Shot Tower and across from the State Library. When Ezra 

visited Manny’s office, they would shop frequently at Discurio after work: they thought this to be 

one of the best little music shops in the world where Manny found the most extraordinary 

records: ragas, Jewish Yemenite chant, music from eleventh century Paris. Ezra recounted his luck 

to have learned the lesson early in life not just to seek beauty, but to seek it very widely. Ezra 

spoke affectionately of the wonderfully eclectic family life provided by his parents, and the 

importance of Zionism. 

Ezra read in translation the beautiful poem of Bialik: “After My Death”.  Bialik, he said, was one of 

Manny’s favourite poets. 

Additional poignancy was provided for the mourners by a reading of Psalm 121 by Manny’s 

daughter, Thurza Abigail. As she explained, Manny took much pleasure in the Psalms and Psalm 

121 was a particular favourite.  



MY HUSBAND MANNY 

BY ROCHELLE GETZLER 

My husband, Manny, was a great story-teller. Since he chose not to write down his own story, 

over the years I gathered snippets, and recorded some of the events of his life. 

It was a colourful life. . . .  Perhaps more so in retrospect. 

As a child, Manny saw Nazi stormtroopers marching in the streets of Berlin, calling for the spilling 

of Jewish blood. He remembered Hitler’s 50th birthday celebrations in April 1939.   He witnessed 

Kristallnacht. 

The men of the Getzler family were expelled to Poland in 1938, and he and his mother left Berlin 

in May 1939. Manny related how his family was among the first refugees of World War II, fleeing 

to the East by horse and cart. There, in Sambor, he saw the Red Army marching into the city after 

the German troops had left: singing Russian Civil War songs. He recalled the Rabbi of Sambor and 

his congregants carrying Sifrei Torah (the scrolls of the law) in their arms as they greeted the 

Soviet troops – surely a somewhat incongruous and poignant encounter. 

On refusing to take Soviet citizenship, the Getzlers were deported to Siberia in 1940. They 

travelled for over three months by cattle trains, trucks, and horse-drawn barges, finally settling in 

Minor, in North East Siberia. There, Manny became a gold miner, so to speak, washing the tailings 

left by Chinese gold diggers of former times. Food was scarce, and Manny asked his father - “will 

there ever be enough bread to eat”. In the summer they gathered rose hips, and traded tea and 

bread for venison with the Yakuts. Subsequently they travelled to Yakutsk, 450 miles south of the 

Arctic Circle. There temperatures sometimes reached –c70, though –c60 was more common ….. 

In Yakutsk, Manny had his first taste of Talmudic education, which his father then continued in 

Brabander, a sofkhoz (a state owned farm), on the Volga. In June 1946 the Getzlers travelled west 

to Wroclaw, and finding themselves in company with Germans being expelled from Poland 

finished up in the displaced persons camp of Bergen Belsen in Germany - where they remained 

until late 1947. 

Here Manny gathered more stories. He had vivid memories of the many weddings which took 

place, and the zest for life among survivors. He also recalled a particular event at the yeshivah, on 

a yom tov afternoon: survivors were dancing in a large circle, their eyes closed in ecstasy, and 

chanting: 

Villains have mocked and crushed me to the outer limits;  

yet I have not turned away from your Torah 
(Psalm 119: 51) 

 

Since one brother had come to Australia on a type of “kinder transport”, the Getzlers journeyed 

to Australia from Germany, arriving in Melbourne in February 1948. 

There, Manny stayed home for some time, before being inducted as a machinist in a clothing 

factory. In 1958 Manny furthered his education at Taylor’s evening college, enabling him to enrol 

at university to study law. There, he said, he somehow survived - through stubbornness, and 

application. He reported that on his first day at Melbourne University he attended a meeting at 

which a communist union leader was addressing students. Manny asked him, in his then broken 

English, how he could support the Soviet Union where trade unions were a means of oppressing 



MANNY GETZLER 1931-2018 

BY JOSHUA GETZLER 

I want to speak about Manny and Australia; and Manny and Australian law. He loved both this 

land and its law. They meant worlds to him. His greatest love of all was for Rochelle, which was 

reciprocated with full force. But that is not for me to describe. 

Manny's tilt to the law and respect for scholarship no doubt began with his childhood in Berlin. 

His father Chaim Mordechai thought in Yiddish, but read in the high German tradition of Heine 

and Goethe and Kant. Also central to him were the great works of haskalah, of Jewish 

enlightenment, including the poem that my brother Ezra just gave you. Manny revered his father, 

but also looked up to his erudite brother Yisrael, who was some twelve years older than him and 

proficient in German and Jewish national literatures by the time Manny was speaking. 

Manny’s formal education was disrupted by war but he could still follow his father’s rigorous path 

and became steeped in the high analytics of the Lithuanian school of Jewish law. Much he 

learned from his father, even more in the years of his mid-teens when he was in the DP camp 

waiting for a new home, devotedly attending a study group. The halakhah, the legal ideas of 

Torah and Talmud, became his intellectual home in those years of dislocation in his teens, 

buttressed by a good dose of aggadot, hassidut and kabbala, legendary stories and oblique 

practices of mystical piety. We were surrounded as children by mysterious old books in modern 

and ancient Hebrew that encompassed those traditions. 

The rescue from Europe, as my mother tells, came from the golden land of Australia. Manny told 

a story of arrival. When their passenger ship arrived across the far seas at the Port of Fremantle, 

a British ships’ officer, maybe the captain, shouted down to a bronzed Aussie wharfie – ‘Tie up the 

ship, man’, flinging him a rope. The wharfie crossed his arms and glared. ‘I said tie up the ship, 

man’ bellowed the officer. ‘Where’s your manners, mate?’ shouted back the wharfie. Said the 

passengers nodding to each other: ‘I think we’re going to like Australia’. Australia in the late 1940s 

must have seemed a very long way away from the dark secrets of Hebrew and Aramaic texts and 

the turmoil of Europe. 

Rochelle has touched on how Manny progressed from night school to the great University of 

Melbourne in the late Fifties and early Sixties. There he worked hard with a full heart and great 

optimism. He studied history and philosophy of science – which exacerbated his growingly 

rational and sceptical tendencies – but fell in love with the stringent law then being taught by 

Zelman Cowen and other luminaries. 

workers rather than defending them and furthering their interests. 

Manny delighted in intellectual pursuits, and his professional life also gave him much satisfaction. 

He also took pride in his children, and their intellectual and other accomplishments. 

He was a good and proud man. What gave him most pride was his sense of personal decency. He 

reiterated to me, many times, his major accomplishment in life – quoting from Psalm 24: 

Who shall ascend the mountain of the Lord  

he who has clean palms and a pure heart. 



The old English common law foundations quite fascinated him; but most especially he plunged 

into the constitutional law of Australia, and he was very, very good at it. After graduation and 

marriage to Rochelle he enjoyed his work as a litigation solicitor in Melbourne, but wanted to 

move to the frontiers of legal learning and practice. He wrote a masters on the law of equal pay 

for women at the University of Sydney, and later became a law reformer in Canberra. Reaching 

for new heights, he then became a general counsel in the Attorney-General's department. He 

thought government legal practice was fundamentally about maintaining the rule of law. 

Lawyers might be pernickety, but their work gave us restrained democratic government 

affording full rights and respect to all – a good antidote to wars and conflict. But such statecraft 

is not the everyday work of practical lawyers. Manny enjoyed the gritty technical detail of the 

law and the cut and thrust of debate through which the law’s values are revealed. He was proud 

to work on intricate projects including model legislation on the limitation or cancellation of 

actions by time, and a beautifully-made edition of the original opinions of the early 

Commonwealth’s Attorneys and Solicitors, in two fat volumes. His main work was advising 

government on every subject under the sun, and keeping his departmental clients out of court. 

Every day something new. 

It wasn’t all law and scholarship, growing up with Manny. He loved the sensuous good life 

Australia offers, especially camping and walking by the beach and in the mountains, even skiing 

through glacial valleys, and at all seasons enjoying the good bounty of the earth and making a 

good life in the here and now. My daughters, his granddaughters in England, have written about 

this part of him. Esther recalls ‘I remember the time that Zeyde was rushed into hospital and 

was about to be air-lifted to Sydney to undergo a major heart operation and he sat up in his 

hospital bed telling us carefully which stalls you were to visit at the Fyshwick Markets in order to 

buy groceries and how you must squeeze the oranges to ensure they were fresh. I was quite 

young at the time but I remember being struck by his heroic commitment to grocery shopping 

even when he was faced with such a serious operation.’ My sister Thurza Abigail has a memory 

of another striking hospital moment. A patient near Manny was very distressed and full of 

complaint. Manny explained to her from his own bed that life was precious and she should not 

despair, but grasp and hold on to life with all her will. My sister, with Rochelle and Ezra, nursed 

Manny in the final hard weeks, and he carried that spirit of defiant optimism to the last day. 

Manny’s life was a great influence on his wider family. Naomi his eldest granddaughter writes 

‘I’m sure the fact that Zeyde went from such a hard situation in his early life and managed to 

complete a degree and become a lawyer has always made me think of him as a role model of 

hard work and perseverance. It also makes me see the opportunities I have and want to make 

the most of them.’ Esther also says ‘I think that Zeyde sitting at the kitchen table reminiscing 

about his life in Attorney-General’s, the brilliant minds of his work colleagues and the 

importance of their work had a big influence on my decision to study Law at university.’ 

Abigail reminds us that Manny was also a natural musician with a strong and affecting singing 

voice. He has passed this love of music on to his grandchildren Miriam, Reuben and Sara who 

are here today. And what a great gift these Sydney grandchildren have had, to hear Manny’s 

moving seder service every Passover. His intonations were marvellous, and some have been 

captured to be heard again. All who knew him mention his sense of humour, though you really 

had to experience Manny’s zany wit live to take his full measure. 

Shyness – or was that quiet self-confidence? – restrained Manny from any real urge to pour out 

his learning on public occasions. I was lucky to have him at my elbow as a law student here in 

Canberra in the 1980s, as was Abigail later on. Manny explained to us with a twinkle in his eye 

how judges and lawyers thought, what was gold and what was dross. He was demanding and 

encouraging, and formidable. The Jewish Community in Canberra caught a glimpse when Manny 

wrote a startling shiur on kabbala. Under his scrutiny this body of Jewish mystical thought was 



EZRA GETZLER 

In the early 1970s, Manny was working in an old Melbourne office building near the Shot Tower 

and across from the State Library. Very occasionally, maybe because of an orthodontics 

appointment on Collins Street, I was granted permission to perch myself in his office after 

school. A special treat was to be taken along to the arcade that housed Discurio after he finished 

work: one of the best little music shops in the world (or at least that’s what we all believed). He 

always managed to find the most extraordinary records: ragas, Jewish Yemenite chant, music 

from eleventh century Paris. Through him, I was lucky to have learned the lesson early in life not 

just to seek beauty, but to seek it very widely. 

On more normal days, I used to wait for him expectantly at home after school, knowng that he 

would allow me to share with him the broad pages of the Herald that he bought before catching 

the tram home, and we would discuss at length the current affairs of Melbourne. 

His (and my mother’s) eclecticism extended to my Sunday activities and those of my brother and 

sister. In the morning, we were dispatched to learn our alef-bet and our shemoneh-esreh at the 

local Jewish center; in the afternoon, we entered the ideological ferment of Hashomer Hatzair, a 

Zionist scouting movement known for its socialist slant. Manny had learned the importance of 

worker organization when he was a machinist on Flinders Lane in the years after arriving in 

Australia as a refugee in 1948, and he never let you forget it. 

I was very fortunate to be able to help my mother and my brother and sister to nurse my father 

as his illness worsened in the last few weeks. Even as the end neared, his was a very far-sighted 

mind. Our last conversation, on Saturday, was about the poetry of Bialik, Israel’s national poet, 

and what it meant for him and for his father (who had come from a very similar background to 

Bialik).  

I want to read you in translation a beautiful poem of Bialik “After My Death,” that was a favourite 

of my father. 

subjected to some pretty tough analysis, and he showed his strength as he peeled away the 

layers of meaning. 

We learn in Talmud that Rabbi Eliezer Hyrcanus ha-Gadol, Eliezer the Great, was permitted 

again to teach his disciples on his deathbed, after some years of dissent and exile. He taught the 

many distinctions to be drawn in our lives between that which is forbidden and that which is 

pure and permitted to us. Eliezer then died with the word tahara – purity – on his lips. So did my 

father Manny live and so he died. We will miss him terribly, and take comfort in his memory and 

example. Zikhrono livrakha – May his memory be for a blessing.  



After my death mourn me this way:  

There was a man-and see: he is no more;  

before his time this man died 

and his life’s song in mid-bar stopped;  

and oh, it is sad! One more song he had  

and now the song is gone for good,  

gone for good! 

 
And it is very sad! - a harp too he had  

a living being and murmurous 

and the poet in his words in it  

all of his heart’s secret revealed, 

and all the strings his hand gave breath  

but one secret his heart kept hid,  

round and round his fingers played, 

and one string stayed mute,  

mute to this day! 

 

And it is sad, very sad! 

All of her days this string moved,  

mute she moved, mute she shook,  

for her song, her beloved redeemer 

she yearned, thirsted, grieved and longed  

as a heart pines for its intended: 

and though he hesitated each day she waited  

and in a secret moan begged for him to come,  

and he hesitated and never came, 

never came! 

 

And great, great is the pain! 

There was a man - and see: he is no more,  

and his life’s song in mid-bar stopped,  

one more song he had to go, 

and now the song is gone for good,  

gone for good! 

 

1904 

AFTER MY DEATH -  
POEM BY HAYYIM NAHMAN BIALIK 

THURZA ABIGAIL GETZLER 

Manny took much pleasure in the Psalms and he had favourites to which he'd return at the 

different moments they fitted. He knew that the older and newer Psalms could be distinguished 

by whether they were set in the hills and mountains (older) or plains (newer) as these features 

indicated where they were composed. Psalm 121 was a particular favourite of his. When 

confronted with a particularly complex request for legal advice he would look up to the ceiling 

and recite it in his head to get into the right mood. He disagreed with the usual English 

translations though, so I have altered one word to give his preferred translation. 

A Song of Degrees 

I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence cometh my help. 

My help cometh from the LORD, which made heaven and earth. 

He will not suffer thy foot to slip: he that keepeth thee will not slumber.  

Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep. 

The LORD is thy keeper: the LORD is thy shade upon thy right hand.  

The sun shall not smite thee by day, nor the moon by night. 

The LORD shall preserve thee from all evil: he shall preserve thy soul.  

The LORD shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in from this time forth, and even for 

evermore. 


